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Cray MPI Overview

- MPT 5.5.5 released October 2012 (default on Titan)
- MPT 5.6.0 released November 2012
- MPT 5.6.2 coming in February 2013
  - ORNL received pre-release of cray-mpich2/5.6.2.1

- ANL MPICH2 version supported: 1.5b1*

- MPI accessed via cray-mpich2 module (used to be xt-mpich2)

- Full MPI2 support (except process spawning) based on ANL MPICH2
  - Cray uses the MPICH2 Nemesis layer for Gemini
  - Cray provides tuned collectives
  - Cray provides tuned ROMIO for MPI-IO

- See intro_mpi man page for details on environment variables, etc.

* As of MPT 5.6.0
MPICH2/Cray layout

MPICH2/Cray layout components:
- **Application**
- **MPI Interface**
- **MPICH2**
- **ADI3**
- **CH3 Device**
- **CH3 Interface**
- **Nemesis**
- **Nemesis NetMod Interface**
- **Romio**
- **ADIO**
- **Lus.**
- **GPFS**
- **Xpmem**
- **Optimized Collectives**
- **Job launcher**
- **PMI**
- **TCP**
- **IB**
- **PSM**
- **MX**
- **GM**
- **GNI**
- **Cray XE6 specific components**
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Gemini Features Used by MPI

- **FMA (Fast Memory Access)**
  - Used for small messages
  - Called directly from user mode
  - Very low overhead → good latency

- **DMA offload engine (BTE or Block Transfer Engine)**
  - Used for larger messages
  - All ranks on node share BTE resources (4 virtual channels / node)
  - Processed via the OS (no direct user-mode access)
  - Higher overhead to initiate transfer
  - Once initiated, BTE transfers proceed without processor intervention
    - Best means to overlap communication with computation

- **AMOs (Atomic Memory Operations)**
  - Provide a fast synchronization method for collectives
Recent Cray MPI Enhancements

- **Asynchronous Progress Engine**
  - Used to improve communication/computation overlap
  - Each MPI rank starts a “helper thread” during MPI_Init
  - Helper threads progress the MPI state engine while application is computing
  - Only inter-node messages that use Rendezvous Path are progressed (relied on BTE for data motion)
  - Both Send-side and Receive-side are progressed
  - Only effective if used with core specialization to reserve a core/node for the helper threads
  - Must set the following to enable Asynchronous Progress Threads:
    - `export MPICH_NEMESIS_ASYNC_PROGRESS=1`
    - `export MPICH_MAX_THREAD_SAFETY=multiple`
    - Run the application with `corespec: aprun -n XX -r 1 ./a.out`
  - 10% or more performance improvements with some apps
Async Progress Engine Example

2P Example without using Async Progress Threads

A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>MPI_Isend() (to Rank B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>MPI_Wait()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Data Transfer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MPI_Wait() \(\rightarrow\) Take a trip through Progress Engine, match msg, fire off BTE and wait until it completes.
Async Progress Engine Example

2P Example using Async Progress Threads

MPI_Isend (to Rank B) → send wakeup Msg to Thread B1

Compute T0 T1 T2 T3 T4

MPI_Irecv() (from Rank A)

Compute Compute Compute Compute

Data Transfer

MPI_Wait() → Recv is already complete. Just finish bookkeeping.

Wakeup! Trip through Progress Engine, match msg and fire off BTE. Back to sleep.
Recent Cray MPI Enhancements (Cont’d)

Examples of recent collective enhancements:

- **MPI_Gatherv**
  - Replaced poorly-scaling ANL all-to-one algorithm with tree-based algorithm
  - Used if average data size is <=16k bytes
  - MPICH_GATHERV_SHORT_MSG can be used to change cutoff
  - 500X faster than default algorithm at 12,000 ranks with 8 byte messages

- **MPI_Allgather / MPI_Allgatherv**
  - Optimized to access data efficiently for medium to large messages (4k – 500k bytes)
  - 15% to 10X performance improvement over default MPICH2

- **MPI_Barrier**
  - Uses DMAPP GHAL collective enhancements
  - To enable set: `export MPICH_USE_DMAPP_COLL=1`
  - Requires DMAPP (libdmapp) be linked into the executable
  - Internally dmapp_init is called (may require hugepages, more memory)
  - Nearly 2x faster than default MPICH2 Barrier

- **Improved MPI_Scatterv algorithm for small messages**
  - Significant improvement for small messages on very high core counts
  - See MPICH_SCATTERV_SHORT_MSG for more info
  - Over 15X performance improvement in some cases
Optimizations **on** by default unless specified for:

- MPI_Alltoall
- MPI_Alltoallv
- MPI_Bcast
- MPI_Gather
- MPI_Gatherv
- MPI_Allgather
- MPI_Allgatherv
- MPI_Scatterv

Optimizations **off** by default unless specified for

- MPI_Allreduce and MPI_Barrier
  - These two use DMAPP GHAL enhancements. *Not enabled by default.*
  - export MPICH_USE_DMAPP_COLL=1
8 Byte MPI_Gatherv Scaling
Comparing Default vs Optimized Algorithms on Cray XE6 Systems

500X Improvement at 16,000 Ranks.

Microseconds

Default Gatherv
Optimized Gatherv

Number of Processes

1024P  2048P  4096P  8192P  16000P
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Improved MPI_Alltoall

MPI_Alltoall with 10,000 Processes
Comparing Original vs Optimized Algorithms
on Cray XE6 Systems

Message Size (in bytes)

Microseconds

Original Algorithm
Optimized Algorithm

0 50000000 100000000 150000000 200000000 250000000
256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768
MPI_Allgather Improvements

8-Byte MPI_Allgather and MPI_Allgatherv Scaling
Comparing Original vs Optimized Algorithms on Cray XE6 Systems

Microseconds

- Original Allgather
- Optimized Allgather
- Original Allgatherv
- Optimized Allgatherv

Number of Processes

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000

1024p 2048p 4096p 8192p 16384p 32768p
Recent Cray MPI Enhancements (Cont’d)

- Minimize MPI memory footprint
  - Optional mode to allow fully connected pure-MPI jobs to run across large number of cores
  - Memory usage slightly more than that seen with only 1 MPI rank per node
  - See MPICH_GNI_VC_MSG_PROTOCOL env variable
  - May reduce performance significantly but will allow some jobs to run that could not otherwise

- Static vs dynamic connection establishment
  - Optimizations for performance improvements to both modes
  - Static mode most useful for codes that use MPI_Alltoall
  - See MPICH_GNI_DYNAMIC_CONN env variable
Recent Cray MPI Enhancements (Cont’d)

- **MPI-3 non-blocking collectives available as MPIX_ functions**
  - Reasonable overlap seen for messages more than 16K bytes, 8 or less ranks per node and at higher scale
  - Recommend to use core-spec (aprun –r option) and setting MPICH_NEMESIS_ASYNC_PROGRESS=1 and MPICH_MAX_THREAD_SAFETY=multiple

- **MPI I/O file access pattern statistics**
  - When setting MPICH_MPIIO_STATS=1, a summary of file write and read access patterns are written by rank 0 to stderr
  - Information is on a per-file basis and written when the file is closed
  - The “Optimizing MPI I/O” white paper describes how to interpret the data and makes suggestions on how to improve your application.
    - Available on docs.cray.com under Knowledge Base

- **Improved overall scaling of MPI to over 700K MPI ranks**
  - Number of internal mailboxes now dependent on the number of ranks in the job. See MPICH_GNI_MBOXES_PER_BLOCK env variable for more info
  - Default value of MPICH_GNI_MAX_VSHORT_MSG_SIZE now set to 100 bytes for programs using more than 256K MPI ranks. This is needed to reduce the size of the pinned mailbox memory for static allocations.
MPI Rank Order

Is your nearest neighbor really your nearest neighbor?

And do you want them to be your nearest neighbor?
MPI Rank Placement

● Change default rank ordering with:
  ● MPICH_RANK_REORDER_METHOD

● Settings:
  ● 0: Round-robin placement – Sequential ranks are placed on the next node in the list. Placement starts over with the first node upon reaching the end of the list.
  ● 1: SMP-style placement – Sequential ranks fill up each node before moving to the next. - DEFAULT
  ● 2: Folded rank placement – Similar to round-robin placement except that each pass over the node list is in the opposite direction of the previous pass.
  ● 3: Custom ordering - The ordering is specified in a file named MPICH_RANK_ORDER.
When Is Rank Re-ordering Useful?

- Maximize on-node communication between MPI ranks
- Grid detection and rank re-ordering is helpful for programs with significant point-to-point communication
- Relieve on-node shared resource contention by pairing threads or processes that perform different work (for example computation with off-node communication) on the same node
Automatic Communication Grid Detection

- Cray performance tools produce a custom rank order if it’s beneficial based on grid size, grid order and cost metric

- **Heuristics available for:**
  - MPI sent message statistics
  - User time (time spent in user functions) – can be used for PGAS codes
  - Hybrid of sent message and user time

- **Summarized findings in report**

- **Available with sampling or tracing**

- **Describe how to re-run with custom rank order**
## Table 1: Profile by Function Group and Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time%</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Imb. Time</th>
<th>Imb. Time%</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Group Function PE=HIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>463.147240</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>21621.0</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>240.974379</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>21523.0</td>
<td>MPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.7%</td>
<td>221.142266</td>
<td>36.214468</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>10740.0</td>
<td>mpi_recv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>19.829001</td>
<td>25.849906</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
<td>10740.0</td>
<td>MPI_SEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.3%</td>
<td>200.474690</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>USER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.0%</td>
<td>189.897060</td>
<td>58.716197</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>sweep_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>7.579876</td>
<td>1.899097</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>source_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>21.698147</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>MPI_SYNC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>20.091165</td>
<td>20.005424</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>mpi_allreduce_(sync)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.000024</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>SYSCALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MPI Rank Order Observations (2)

MPI Grid Detection:

There appears to be point-to-point MPI communication in a 96 X 8 grid pattern. The 52% of the total execution time spent in MPI functions might be reduced with a rank order that maximizes communication between ranks on the same node. The effect of several rank orders is estimated below.

A file named MPICH_RANK_ORDER_Grid was generated along with this report and contains usage instructions and the Custom rank order from the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank Order</th>
<th>On-Node Bytes/PE</th>
<th>On-Node Bytes/PE% of Total</th>
<th>MPICH_RANK_REORDER_METHOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>2.385e+09</td>
<td>95.55%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>1.880e+09</td>
<td>75.30%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold</td>
<td>1.373e+06</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoundRobin</td>
<td>0.000e+00</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# The 'Custom' rank order in this file targets nodes with multi-core processors, based on Sent Msg Total Bytes collected for:

# Program: /lus/nid00030/heidi/sweep3d/mod/sweep3d.mpi
# Ap2 File: sweep3d.mpi+pat+27054-89t.ap2
# Number PEs: 48
# Max PEs/Node: 4

# To use this file, make a copy named MPICH_RANK_ORDER, and set the environment variable MPICH_RANK_REORDER_METHOD to 3 prior to executing the program.

# The following table lists rank order alternatives and the grid_order command-line options that can be used to generate a new order.

...
Auto-Generated MPI Rank Order File

# The 'USER_Time_hybrid' rank order in this file targets nodes with multi-core
# processors, based on
Sent Msg Total Bytes collected for:

# Program: /lus/nid00023/malice/craypat/WORKSHOP/bh2odemo/Rank/sweep3d/src/sweep3d
# Ap2 File: sweep3d.gmpiu-ap2
# Number PEs: 768
# Max PEs/Node: 16
# To use this file, make a copy named MPICH_RANK_ORDER, and set the
# environment variable MPICH_RANK_ORDER_MET HOD to 3 prior to
# executing the program.

# The

73,395,81,427,57,459,1,53,399,55,431,21,463,6,19,392,75,424,59,456,8,545,297,633,361,625,32,7,419,113,491,49,387,8,1,391,109,423,93,455,1,3,384,107,416,91,488,1,1,585,537,601,289,553,9,451,121,483,17,495,125,487,15,448,123,480,35,353,593,521,569,561

6,436,102,468,70,404,32,530,34,562,66,538,98,132,401,196,441,164,40,256,373,261,341,264,34,8,412,14,444,46,476,11,522,10,570,42,554,26,9,228,433,236,465,204,9,280,317,272,381,269,0,508,78,500,594,50,602

4,388,126,484,14,618,122,610,449,148,489,220,481,293,296,368,336,344


grid_order Utility

- Can use grid_order utility without first running the application with the Cray performance tools if you know a program’s data movement pattern

- Originally designed for MPI programs, but since reordering is done by PMI, it can be used by other programming models (since PMI is used by MPI, SHMEM and PGAS programming models)

- Utility available if perftools module file is loaded

- See grid_order(1) man page or run grid_order with no arguments to see usage information
Reorder Example for Bisection Bandwidth

- Assume 32 ranks

- Decide on row or column ordering:

  - $ \text{grid\_order} \text{ –R –g 2,16}$
    0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15
    16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31

  - $ \text{grid\_order} \text{ –C –g 2,16}$
    0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30
    1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31

- Since rank 0 talks to rank 16, and not with rank 1, we choose Row ordering
Reorder Example for Bisection Bandwidth (2)

- Specify cell (or chunk) to make sure rank pairs live on same node (but don’t care how many pairs live on a node)
- \$ grid_order –R –g 2,16 –c 2,1
  
  Fills a Magny-Cours node
Using New Rank Order

- Save grid_order output to file called MPICH_RANK_ORDER
- Export MPICH_RANK_REORDER_METHOD=3
- Run non-instrumented binary with and without new rank order to check overall wallclock time for improvements
Example Performance Results for upcbw

- Default thread ordering
  - Application 8538980 resources: utime \(~\textbf{126}s\), stime \(~\textbf{108}s\)

- Maximized on-node data movement with reordering
  - Application 8538982 resources: utime \(~\textbf{38}s\), stime \(~\textbf{106}s\)
Case Study

- **AWP-ODC code from NCAR procurement**
  - Earthquake code – x, y, z structured grid
- **MPI uses different mechanisms for on-node and off-node communication**
  - Shared memory on node – fast
  - uGNI between nodes – not as fast
- **AWP-ODC grid => 3-D grid of blocks**
  - Each block mapped to a processor
  - Map blocks to node to minimize off-node communication
- **Use MPI rank re-ordering to map blocks to nodes**
AWP-ODC and grid_order

- If MPICH_RANK_REORDER_METHOD=3 then rank order => MPICH_RANK_ORDER file
- Use grid_order to generate MPICH_RANK_ORDER
  - Part of perftools
  - “module load perftools” to access command/man-page
  - grid_order –C –g x,y,z –c nx, ny, nz
    - -C: row major ordering
    - -g: x, y, z grid size
      - x*y*z = number of MPI processes
    - -c: nx, ny, nz of the grids on node
      - nx*ny*nz = number of MPI processes on a node
  - MPI re-order file written to stdout
AWP-ODC example – Part 1

- NCAR provided three test cases:
  - 256 processors: 16x2x8 grid
  - 512 processors: 16x4x8 grid
  - 1024 processors: 16x4x16 grid

- For 256 processors: 16x2x8 grid

- IL-16 node has 32 cores
  - Possible grid block groups (nx, ny, nz) for a node:
    - 16x2x1: 64 neighbors off-node
    - 2x2x8: 32 neighbors off-node
    - 4x2x4: 24 neighbors off-node

Graphics by Kevin McMahon
AWP-ODC example – Part 2

- For 256 processors test case
  - Using 2x2x8 blocks/node was fastest
    - Default: 0.097 sec/compute iter
    - 2x2x8 blocks/node: 0.085 sec/compute iter
  - 12% faster than the default results!

- Final additions to the 256pe PBS batch script:
  . ${MODULESHOME}/init/sh
  module load perftools
  export MPICH_RANK_REORDER_METHOD=3
  /bin/rm –rf MPICH_RANK_ORDER
  grid_order –C –g 16,2,8 –c 2,2,8 > MPICH_RANK_ORDER
What’s Coming Next?

- GPU-to-GPU support
- Merge to MPICH 3.0 release from ANL
- Release and optimize MPI-3 features
- Improvements to small message MPI_Alltoall at scale
- Improvements to MPI I/O
- MPI Stats / Bottlenecks Display
GPU-to-GPU Optimization Feature

- Coming in February 2013
- Set MPICH_RDMA_ENABLED_CUDA=1
- Pass GPU pointer directly to MPI point-to-point or collectives
Example without GPU-to-GPU...

```c
if (rank == 0) {
    // Copy from device to host, then send.
    cudaMemcpy(host_buf, device_buf, ...);
    MPI_Send(host_buf, ...);
}
else if (rank == 1) {
    // Receive, then copy from host to device.
    MPI_Recv(host_buf,...);
    cudaMemcpy(device_buf, host_buf,...);
}
```
if (rank == 0) {
    // Send device buffer.
    MPI_Send(device_buf, ...);
}
else if (rank == 1) {
    // Receive device buffer.
    MPI_Recv(device_buf, ...);
}
GPU-to-GPU Optimization Specifics

- Under the hood (i.e., in the GNI netmod), GPU-to-GPU messages are pipelined to improve performance (only applies to long message transfer aka rendezvous messages)

- The goal is to overlap communication between the GPU and the host, and the host and the NIC

- Ideally, this would hide one of the two memcpy's

- We see up to a 50% performance gain.
GPU-to-GPU optimization (Cont’d)

- On the send side (similar for recv. side)...

- Data is prefetched from the GPU using cudaMemcpyAsync.

- Data that has already been transferred to the host is sent over the network (this is off-loaded to the BTE engine).

- This allows for overlap between communication and computation.
Example GPU-to-GPU overlap

Since asynchronous cudaMemcpy's are used internally, it makes sense to do something like this...

```c
if (rank == 0) {
    MPI_Isend(device_buf, ..., &sreq);
    while (work_to_do) [do some work]
    MPI_Wait(&sreq, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
} else if (rank == 1)
    MPI_Irecv(device_buf, ..., &rreq);
    while (nothing_better_to_do) [do some work]
    MPI_Wait(&rreq, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
```
Summary

- Cray MPI optimizations based on message transfer size and job size
- Cray works very hard to establish good defaults
- Should be able to get very good overlap of large pt2pt messages (use async progress engine with core specialization)

Understand where your performance bottleneck is

- If MPI_Alltoall for example,
  - Look at Alltoall-specific environment variables (man intro_mpi(3))
  - Try the non-blocking collectives

- If communication load imbalance detected
  - Try custom rank reorder
A Day in the Life of an MPI Inter-Node Message
MPI Inter-Node Messaging

- Four message protocols based on size of message...
  - Eager Message Protocol (up to 8K bytes)
    - E0 and E1 Paths
  - Rendezvous Message Protocol
    - R0 and R1 Paths
- MPI environment variables that alter those paths
Environment Variables that Affect Protocols

- **MPICH_GNI_MAX_VSHORT_MSG_SIZE**
  - Controls max size for E0 path
  - Default varies with job size: 216-984 bytes

- **MPICH_GNI_MAX_EAGER_MSG_SIZE**
  - Controls max message size for E1 path (default: 8K bytes)

- **MPICH_GNI_NDREG_MAXSIZE**
  - Controls max message size for R0 path (default: 4MB)

- **MPICH_GNI_LMT_PATH=disabled**
  - Can be used to disable entire rendezvous path
  - MPI falls back to using internal buffers for long message transfers, disabling zero-copy RDMA protocols
**MPI Inter-node Messaging**

- Four Main Pathways through the MPICH2 GNI NetMod
  - Two EAGER paths (E0 and E1)
  - Two RENDEZVOUS (aka LMT) paths (R0 and R1)
- **Selected Pathway is Based (generally) on Message Size**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E0</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>R0</th>
<th>R1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>8K</td>
<td>16K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>128K</td>
<td>256K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **MPI env variables affecting the pathway**
  - **MPICH_GNI_MAX_VSHORT_MSG_SIZE**
    - Controls max size for E0 Path (Default varies with job size: 216-8152 bytes)
  - **MPICH_GNI_MAX_EAGER_MSG_SIZE**
    - Controls max message size for E1 Path (Default is 8K bytes)
  - **MPICH_GNI_NDREG_MAXSIZE**
    - Controls max message size for R0 Path (Default is 512K bytes)
  - **MPICH_GNI_LMT_PATH=disabled**
    - Can be used to Disable the entire Rendezvous (LMT) Path
EAGER Message Protocol

- Data is transferred when MPI_Send (or variant) encountered
  - Implies data will be buffered on receiver’s node

Two EAGER Pathways

- E0 – small messages that fit into GNI SMSG Mailbox
  - Default mailbox size varies with number of ranks in the job

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Size</th>
<th>Max User Data (in bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 &lt; ranks &lt;= 512</td>
<td>8152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512 &lt; ranks &lt;= 1024</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 &lt; ranks &lt; 16384</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384 &lt; ranks &lt; 256K</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Use MPICH_GNI_MAX_VSHORT_MSG_SIZE to adjust size

- E1 – too big for SMSG Mailbox, but small enough to still go EAGER
  - Use MPICH_GNI_MAX_EAGER_MSG_SIZE to adjust size
  - Requires extra copies
**MPI Inter-Node Message type E0**

EAGER messages that fit in the GNI SMSG Mailbox

- GNI SMSG Mailbox size changes with the number of ranks in the job
- Mailboxes use large pages by default (even if app isn’t using them itself)

1. GNI SMSG Send (MPI header + user data)

2. Memcpyp

Sender

SMSG Mailboxes

CQs

Receiver
MPI Inter-Node Message type E1

EAGER messages that don’t fit in the GNI SMSG Mailbox

1. Memcpy data to pre-allocated MPI buffers
2. GNI SMSG Send (MPI header)
3. RDMA GET
4. GNI SMSG Send (Recv done)
5. Memcpy

- User data is copied into internal MPI buffers on both send and receive side
- Default MPICH_GNI_NUM_BUFS is 64 (each buffer is 32K)
- Internal MPI buffers use large pages
Data is transferred after receiver has posted matching receive for a previously initiated send

Two RENDEZVOUS Pathways

- **R0 – RDMA GET method**
  - By default, used for messages between 8K and 4 MB
  - Use `MPICH_GNI_MAX_EAGER_MSG_SIZE` to adjust starting point
  - Use `MPICH_GNI_NDREG_MAXSIZE` to adjust ending point
  - Can get overlap of communication/computation in this path, if timing is right
    - Helps to issue `MPI_Isend` prior to `MPI_Irecv`

- **R1 – Pipelined RDMA PUT method**
  - By default, used for messages greater than 512K bytes
  - Use `MPICH_GNI_NDREG_MAXSIZE` to adjust starting point
  - Little chance for communication/computation overlap in this path without using async progress threads
**MPI Inter-Node Message type R0**

**Rendezvous messages using RDMA Get**

1. Register App Send Buffer
2. GNI SMSG Send (MPI header)
3. Register App Recv Buffer
4. RDMA GET
5. GNI SMSG Send (Recv done)

- No extra data copies
- Performance of GET sensitive to relative alignment of send/recv buffers
MPI Inter-Node Message type R1

Rendezvous messages using RDMA Put

- Repeat steps 2-6 until all sender data is transferred
- Chunksize is `MPI_GNI_MAX_NDREG_SIZE` (default of 512K bytes)

Sender

1. GNI SMSG Send (MPI header, RTS)

2. Register Chunk of App Send Buffer

3. GNI SMSG Send (CTS msg)

4. Register Chunk of App Send Buffer

5. RDMA PUT

6. GNI SMSG Send (Send done)

Receiver

SMSG Mailboxes

CQs

PE 1
PE 5
PE 22
PE 82
PE 96
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Some Useful Environment Variables
MPICH_GNI_MAX_EAGER_MSG_SIZE

- Default is 8192 bytes
- Maximum size message that can go through the eager protocol.
- May help for apps that are sending medium size messages, and do better when loosely coupled. Does application have a large amount of time in MPI_Waitall? Setting this environment variable higher may help.
- Max value is 131072 bytes.
- Remember for this path it helps to pre-post receives if possible.
- Note that a 40-byte message header is included when accounting for the message size.
**MPICH_GNI_RDMA_THRESHOLD**

- Controls the crossover point between FMA and BTE path on the Gemini.

- Impacts the E1, R0, and R1 paths

- If your messages are slightly above or below this threshold, it may benefit to tweak this value.
  - Higher value: More messages will transfer asynchronously, but at a higher latency.
  - Lower value: More messages will take fast, low-latency path.

- Default: 1024 bytes
- Maximum value is 64K and the step size is 128

- All messages using E0 path (GNI Smsg mailbox) will be transferred via FMA regardless of the `MPICH_GNI_RDMA_THRESHOLD` value
MPICH_GNI_NUM_BUFS

- Default is 64 32K buffers (2M total)

- Controls number of 32K DMA buffers available for each rank to use in the Eager protocol described earlier

- May help to modestly increase. But other resources constrain the usability of a large number of buffers.
By default, mailbox connections are established when a rank first sends a message to another rank. This optimizes memory usage for mailboxes. This feature can be disabled by setting this environment variable to \textit{disabled}.

For applications with all-to-all style messaging patterns, performance may be improved by setting this environment variable to \textit{disabled}.
Questions?